Empire State College’s degree program in the Dominican Republic is for YOU!

Enroll now for the degree to launch your career into the 21st Century

Visit: www.esc.edu/domrepublic
www.unapec.edu.do

Contact the Center for internacional Programs at:
international@esc.edu

2006
Know your new College - Empire State College

As a student of Empire State College you become part of the largest State University system in the United States. Empire State College is one of the 64 campuses of the State University of New York (SUNY), which has over 430,000 students. Empire State College has a long tradition of using highly qualified Professors to individually guide and assist each new or prospective student to identify the course combinations that will best meet the student’s needs according to their career aspirations upon graduation.

- Flexible learning
- Highly qualified and friendly professors
- World class technology to support your learning
- Affordable cost
- No need to apply for a visa
- No need to give up your job
- No need to leave home
- A degree like no other
What degree will I be able to study for?

You are only a few steps away from becoming the proud holder of a SUNY Bachelor of Science degree in Business, Management and Economics.

For now, the collaboration with UNAPEC will focus on a program leading to a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Management. Program in Information Systems and other areas of study will soon follow.

Who awards the degree?

- Your degree will be awarded by the Board of Regents of the State University of New York.
- This will be an internationally recognized qualification from a fully accredited American State University.

How long will it take me to get the degree?

- One of the distinguishing things about the way Empire State College works with its students is that it offers several options by which the student can get a degree.
- In your case, this agreement includes recognition of the college credits you have already earned from a college in the Dominican Republic or elsewhere, towards the 128 credits you need to earn the degree. Typically, this requires you to earn an additional 32 credits, which most people complete in 2 semesters.

Where will I attend classes?

- These classes will be at the UNAPEC campus. For those of you who also have a job to go to, classes will mostly be in the evening and some weekends.
- American Professors will offer classes here in Santo Domingo for each of the courses you will need to take. However, in addition, you will be able to remain in touch with your professors and interact with them online.
- As soon as you become a student in this program, you will also immediately get access to a virtual (on-line) library with hundreds of thousands of learning resources, including e-books, e-journals and links to useful reference site.
- Your on-line password will also give you access to tutors who will be able to assist you at any time. Empire State College offers you an opportunity for effective flexible learning.
How do I gain admission to study at Empire State College?

It is important that you be honest with yourself and determine whether you meet the following requirements:

- a good command of English, demonstrated by passing an appropriate English language proficiency examination or having studied for at least 3 year at an institution in which English is the medium of instruction.

- have completed at least 2 years of university education at UNAPEC or other university or a recognized post-secondary institution

- have the equivalent of at least 86 credits of university level education, passed with a grade "C" or better (Part I of the general education requirements provided by UNAPEC)

- to have successfully completed or currently taking the specified courses in part II, (additional general education requirements provided by UNAPEC).

- be sufficiently motivated to undertake a portion of your studies by working on-line with direct support from US-based professors.

- above all, have the desire and determination to be a winner!

What courses will I be able to take?

- Because Empire State College recognizes that every student is an individual whose needs may be different from those of another student, it is generally possible to work with your Professors to put together the kind of course combinations that best meet your career goals.

- In this case, the list below is the ONLY courses you will take for our Bachelor of Science Degree in Business Management and Economics (part III, courses and advances courses provided by ESC SUNY, 32 credits)
## Tuition, Financial Aid and Application

### Undergraduate Tuition and Fees

- **for UNAPEC students, ONLY for part III, courses and advances courses provided by ESC SUNY**

| 8 courses | 32 credits | USA$ 375.00 per credit |

### College Billing Policy

- The college requires that tuition and required fees be paid prior to enrollment.
- The tuition and fees charges will be paid at the UNAPEC student accounting office in Santo Domingo, by check, by a combination of check payment, credit card, or in some instances, by approved financial aid alone.

### Financial Aid

- There are many federal and state financial aid programs available to students at Empire State College.
- Most programs are based on need, with the amount of assistance available determined by submitting a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). For Dominicans residents, FUNDAPEC will offer the opportunity to have access to Long-term Loans. Tel: 809-689-4171

### Application Information

- New students are admitted to Empire State College every day.
- To be considered for admission:
  - You must have a high school diploma.
General Education Requirements

Part I:
AVAILABLE ADVANCED STANDING CREDITS DONE AT UNAPEC

PRIMER CUATRIMESTRE
CÓDIGO ASIGNATURA CRS.
ADM101 GESTIÓN DE NEGOCIOS 03 ADM103
CON101 CONTABILIDAD - LABORATORIO I 05
ESP101 ANÁLISIS DE TEXTOS DISCURSIVOS 03
MAT100 MATEMÁTICA PRE-UNIVERSITARIA 03
MER101 MERCADOTECNIA I 03
SOC030 ORIENTACIÓN UNIVERSITARIA 02
SOC041 ECOLOGÍA 02
TOTAL DE CRÉDITOS 21

SEGUNDO CUATRIMESTRE
CÓDIGO ASIGNATURA CRS. PRE-REQ.
ADM102 FUNCIONES ADMINISTRATIVAS 03 ADM101
CON102 CONTABILIDAD - LABORATORIO II 05 CON101
ESP102 REDACCIÓN DE TEXTOS DISCURSIVOS 04 ESP101
MAT121 ALGEBRA UNIVERSITARIA 04 MAT100
MER102 MERCADOTECNIA II 03 MER101
SOC101 HISTORIA SOCIAL CON INCAI 03
TOTAL DE CRÉDITOS 22

TERCER CUATRIMESTRE
CÓDIGO ASIGNATURA CRS. PRE-REQ RSVP. REDACCIÓN TEXTOS
MAT131 CÁLCULO Y GEOMETRÍA ANALÍTICA 04 ESP102
SOC200 INTRODUCCIÓN A LA SOCIOLOGÍA 03
SOC250 METODOLOGÍA DE LA INVESTIGACIÓN CIENCIA 03
SOC291 ECONOMÍA I 03
TOTAL DE CRÉDITOS 21

CUARTO CUATRIMESTRE
CÓDIGO ASIGNATURA CRS.
CON205 COSTO PRODUCTOS Y SERVICIOS -LABORAT. I 05 CON102
ESP103 EXPRESIÓN ORAL 03 ESP103
INF214 APLICACIONES FINANCIERAS 03
MAT241 MATEMÁTICA FINANCIERA I 04 MAT131
MAT250 ESTADÍSTICA I 04 MAT131
SOC292 ECONOMÍA II 03 SOC91
TOTAL DE CRÉDITOS 22

Part II:
ADDITIONAL GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES PROVIDED BY UNAPEC

CÓDIGO ASIGNATURA CRS. PRE-REQ
xxx HISTORIA GENERAL DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS 03
xxx HISTORIA DE LA CIVILIZACIÓN OCCIDENTAL 03
xxx APRENDIZAJE DEL ARTE 03
ENG305 CREATIVE WRITING 03
ENG495 ADVANCED ENGLISH CONVERSATION 03
TOTAL CREDITS PART II 18

Part III:
FROM ESC SUNY PORTION OF COURSES AT UNAPEC.
The following courses or other advanced courses, as agreed by the parties, shall be offered.

Courses Credits
* ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 4
* BUSINESS ETHICS 4
* OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT 4
* LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS 4
* BUSINESS POLICY 4
* ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND SMALL BUSINESS 4
* INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 4
* INTERNATIONAL MARKETING 4
TOTAL CREDITS 32
TOTAL CREDITS IN GENERAL 136
UNAPEC

Universidad APEC Av. Máximo Gómez No 72
Santo Domingo República Dominicana
Tel. 809-686-1080, 809-6860021
ext 2226 -2284- 2289

ESC SUNY

Dr Richard Bonnabeau
Director for Academic Programs
Center for International Programs
Empire State College
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
richard.bonnabeau@esc.edu